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Abstract. Hidden markov models (HMMs) and prediction by partial matching
models (PPM) have been successfully used in language processing tasks includ-
ing learning-based token identification. Most of the existing systems are domain-
and language-dependent. The power of retargetability and applicability of these
systems is limited. This paper investigates the effect of the combination of HMMs
and PPM on token identification. We implement a system that bridges the two
well known methods through words new to the identification model. The sys-
tem is fully domain- and language-independent. No changes of code are neces-
sary when applying to other domains or languages. The only required input of
the system is an annotated corpus. The system has been testedon two corpora
and achieved an overall F-measure of	
 ��� for TCC, and�	 ��
� for BIB.
Although the performance is not as good as that obtained froma system with
language-dependent components, our proposed system has power to deal with
large scope of domain- and language-independent problem. Identification of date
has the best result,��� and
� of correct tokens are identified for two corpora
respectively. The system also performs reasonably well on people’s name with
correct tokens of	�� for TCC, and�	� for BIB.

1 Related Research

Token identification task is to automatically identify the boundaries of a variety of
phrases of interest in raw text and mark them up with associated labels. The systems
reported in the Message Understanding Conference are limited to the following tokens:
person, organization, location, date, time, money and percent. For us, however, the to-
ken identification task has no restriction—tokens are defined by a system designer and
could encompass any type of information that is of interest.

Some learning algorithms have been reported such as decision trees, maximum en-
tropy models and hidden markov models.

Sekine [1] and Bennettet al. [2] both implemented their token identification sys-
tems using decision trees. Their decision trees are based onalmost identical features,



such as part-of-speech, character type information and special dictionaries. While the
two systems are similar, there are significant differences between them. Another system
using decision trees is proposed by Balujaet al.[3]. Like the systems described by both
Sekine and Bennettet al., they utilized a part-of-speech tagger, dictionary lookups, and
word-level features, such as all-uppercase, initial-caps, single-character, and punctua-
tion features.

Borthwick et al. [4] described a token identification system based on a maximum
entropy framework. The system used a variety of knowledge sources, such as ortho-
graphic, lexical, section and dictionary features, to maketagging decisions. For any
particular class label, there are four states:label start, label continue, label endandla-
bel unique. The first three states are for the case that more than one consecutive words
are identified as the same class. The fourth is for the case that only one word is iden-
tified in a particular class. In addition, there is a special label—other, which indicates
that the word is not part of a class. For example, the phrase “Jenny Bentley lives in
Hamilton” is marked as “personstart, personend, other, other, locationunique”. One
label is assigned to every word in the text. This approach is essentially the same as that
described by Sekine [1]. Borthwicket al. employed Viterbi’s [5] search algorithm to
find the highest probability legal path. For example, labelend can only be assigned to
a word that follows a word with either labelstart or labelcontinue. The system is a
purely statistical one, and contains no hand-generated patterns.

Another system for token identification that uses a maximum entropy model is re-
ported by Mikheevet al. [6]. The model uses contextual features of tokens, for exam-
ple the position of tokens in a sentence, whether they appearin lowercase in general,
whether they were used in lowercase somewhere else in the same document and so
on. This system makes decisions using the answers provided by the Maximum Entropy
model.

IdentiFinder [7] is a well-known system. It uses a variant ofa hidden Markov model
to identify tokens like names, dates and numerical quantities. Each state of the HMM
corresponds to a token class. There is a conditional state for “not a token class”. Each
individual word is assumed to be either part of some pre-determined class or not part
of any class. According to the definition of the task, one of the class labels or the label
that represent “none of the classes” is assigned to every word. IdentiFinder uses word
features, which are language-dependent, such as capitalization, numeric symbols and
special characters, because they give good evidence for identifying tokens.

This paper considers of the effect of the combination of HMMsand PPM on token
identification. The system bridges the two well known methods through words new to
the identification model. The main characteristics of the proposed system is that it is
fully domain- and language-independent.

Two corpora, The Computists’ Weekly—formerly known as The Computists’ Com-
munique (TCC).4 and The Collection of Computer Science Bibliographies (BIB).5, are
employed to evaluate the techniques presented in this paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the algo-
rithms of the models. Section 3 demonstrates how the models are used in token iden-

4 http://www.computists.com
5 http://liinwww.ira.uka.de/bibliography/index.html



tification. Section 4 evaluates our proposed system. We conclude the paper in the last
section.

2 HMMs and PPM

The idea of the system is to identify tokens from word-level to character-level when
encounter unknown tokens. It is achieved by bridging HMM andPPM models. Due
to limitation of space, we briefly describe the algorithms ofthe models in this section.
Please refer to [8] and [9, 10] for more details.

2.1 HMMs

A hidden Markov model is a finite-state automaton with stochastic state transitions and
symbol emissions [8]. It is a particular model based on a sequence of events, and con-
sists of a set of states and a set of output symbols. The automaton generates a sequence
of symbols by starting from the initial state, transitioning to a new state, emitting an
output symbol, transitioning to another state, emitting another symbol, and so on, until
the final state is reached and the last symbol is emitted.

For each member of the set of states,� � ��� � �� � ���� �� �, there are two probabil-
ity distributions. One governs the outgoing state transitions, which indicates how likely
another state is to follow; the other governs the emission ofsymbols in the observation
vocabulary� � ��� � �� � ���� �� �, which indicates how likely a symbol is to be gener-
ated in the particular state.� and� are the number of states and number of symbols
respectively.

We assume that time is discrete, and the model transitions between states at each
time unit. In the case of a first-order Markov model, which is used in the undertaken re-
search, the probability of moving from state�� to state�� is stored in thestate transition
matrix,  � �!�� �, where:

!�� � "# $%& � �� '%&(� � ��) � * + , � - + � � (1)

In this and future equations,. refers to the time instant,%& is the variable that records
the state assignment to the./0 symbol, and�� , the- /0 member of the set of possible
states, is the assigned value. In other words, the probability of being in the current state
is determined by the previous state.

When the HMM moves between states, it emits an output symbol after each transi-
tion. Exactly which output symbol is emitted depends on theoutput symbol distribution1

, which defines the probability of emitting a particular symbol in a particular state.
For first-order HMM,

1
is a two dimensional matrix defined as

1 � �2� 34 5�, where:

2� 34 5 � "# $6& � �7 '%& � �� ) � * + - + � � * + 4 + � � (2)

Here,6& is the variable that records the./0 symbol emission, and�7 , the 4/0 member
of the observation vocabulary, is the emitted symbol.

To complete the model we need an initial probability distribution 8 � �8 � � over
states, where:

8� � "# $%� � �� ) � * + , + � � (3)



Let us assume that an HMM model has been constructed for a particular kind
of sequence, and we are presented with a new example of such a sequence,9 �6� � 6� � ���� 6: . The problem of finding the most likely state sequence; � %� � %� � ����%: that produces the given symbol sequence is calleddecoding. There are several pos-
sible ways of solving this problem. We have usedViterbi algorithm [5, 11], which is to
recover the state sequence that has the highest probabilityof having produced the given
observation sequence.

2.2 PPM models

Models that take a few immediately preceding symbols into account to make a predic-
tion are calledfinite-contextmodels of order< , where< is the number of preceding
symbols used [9]. The PPM technique uses finite-context models of characters [10]. It
is a so-called character-level model. It uses the last few characters in the input string to
predict the upcoming one. By considering such a context, each character can be better
predicted. The prediction is done by using the counts of occurrences of each context.
The probabilities associated with each character that has followed the context are used
to predict the probability for the upcoming character.

PPM uses fixed-order context models with different values of< , up to a pre-
determined maximum. The maximum number is a given constant,which is call the
order of the model. The bigger the order, the more information is considered. But in-
creasing the order does not guarantee better compression, because the contexts become
rarer as the order grows.

Several orders are blended together in PPM to obtain a good probability estimate
for the current character. The prediction starts with a given maximum order< and
checks the occurrence of the order< context. If the order< context has occurred with
the upcoming character following it, the corresponding counts are used to predict the
probability. If the context has not been seen in the past, themodel then uses the order
< = * context.

Consider the case where the context has occurred but never followed by the up-
coming character. This is called thezero-frequencysituation [12]—the character will
be predicted using a zero count. In this case, a special transmission calledescapeis
used to drop the model down one order, and the order< = * model is used to make the
prediction.

Another possible situation is that the character has never occurred in the past—an
unknown character. Then even order 0 cannot be used. This is another instance of the
zero-frequency problem. The model then escapes down to a bottom-level model, order
=*, that predicts all characters equally.

To illustrate the PPM modeling technique, Table 1[13] showsthe four models with
order>, *, ? and=* after the string.62@6AB6..62@ has been processed.

In Table 1,C represents the occurrence,@DC andE are probabilities for escape and
symbol, respectively. They are determined by the followingequations.'F ' is the size of
the alphabet.

@DC � .
>B � (4)



Order 2  Order 1  Order 0 
Prediction c p  Prediction c p  Prediction c p 

be → o 1 1/2  b → e 2 3/4  → b 2 3/26 
 → esc 1 1/2   → esc 1 1/4  → e 2 3/26  
eo → r 1 1/2  e → o 1 1/2  → n 1 1/26 
 → esc 1 1/2   → esc 1 1/2  → o 4 7/26 
no → t 1 1/2  n → o 1 1/2  → r 1 1/26 
 → esc 1 1/2   → esc 1 1/2  → t 3 5/26 
ob → e 2 3/4  o → b 2 3/8  → esc 6 3/13  
 → esc 1 1/4   → r 1 1/8      
or → n 1 1/2   → t 1 1/8  
 → esc 1 1/2   → esc 3 3/8  

Order  –1 

ot → t 1 1/2  r → n 1 1/2  
 → esc  1 1/2   → esc 1 1/2  

→ A 1 1/|A| 

rn → o 1 1/2  t → o 2 1/2      
 → esc 1 1/2   → t 1 1/6      
to → b 2 3/4   → esc 2 1/3      
 → esc 1 1/4            
tt → o 1 1/2            
 → esc 1 1/2            

 
Table 1.PPM after processing the stringGHIJHKLHGGHIJ.

E � >C = *
>B � (5)

where. is the distinct number of characters that have followed a particular context,B is
the number of times a context has appeared.

The model in Table 1 is used as follows. Suppose the characterfollowing .62@6AB6..62@ is 6. Since the order-2 context is2@, and the upcoming symbol has already been
seen once in this context, the order-2 model is used and the probability is*M>. If the next
character, instead of6, were., this has not been seen in the current order. Consequently
an order-2 escape probability of*M> is used and the context is truncated to the order-1
context@. Again it has not been seen in this context, so an order-1 escape probability
of *M> is used and the context is truncated once more to the null context, corresponding
to order 0. Finally the character. is predicted with a probability ofNM>O. Thus the
prediction of. is done in three steps, using order 2 to order 0 context respectively, with
a probability of*M> P *M> P NM>O. If the upcoming character had beenQ instead of., a
final level of escape to order=* would have occurred with a probability ofRM*R, andQ
would be predicted with a probability of*M>NO (assuming that the alphabet'F ' � >NO).

  Context 
  tobeornottobe nottobeorto 

  Probability Model used Probability Model used 

o ½ Order 2 ½×½×5/6 Order 0 Upcoming 

character 
t ½×½×5/26 Order 0 ½×1/6 Order 1 

 Table 2.Effect of context and current character with order-2 PPM.

The probabilities predicted by PPM are based on the occurrences of the prior context
and the characters that have followed each context every time the context has occurred
in the training text. Table 2 shows how the previous context being processed and current
character affect the result in terms of the order of model andprobabilities by using the
same prior contexts to predict different characters and vice versa.



3 Token Identification

3.1 HMM based approach

For the token identification application, the observation sequence is a sequence of words
in text. The symbols emitted in each state are words, and the HMM is a word-level
model.

In the system, each sequence corresponds to a sentence in text, and each state cor-
responds to a type of token that the program will identify andmark up. Example token
class include people’s names, geographical locations, monetary amounts and e-mail ad-
dresses. Each type of token will be marked in the text by a unique tag.� , the number
of states in the model, is the number of different token classes, and is determined by the
training data. Because the system uses a word-level HMM model, � , the size of the
output vocabulary, is the number of different words that appear in the training data.

The matrix in HMM gives the probability that the current word belongs toa
particular token type given that the previous word belongs to a particular token type
as well. We also call it thecontextual probability. Distribution

1
is the probability of

the same words being seen in a particular token class. It is token-dependent: different
token classes have different probabilities for a certain word.

1
is also called thelexical

probability. The initial distribution8 is the probability that each type of token starts a
sentence.

For instance, in the following sentence, a fragment in annotated version of The
Computists’ Weekly, 1998,

SoTPolytechnic UniversityS/oT in SlTBrooklynS/lT will getSmT$190MS/mT from theSnTOthmerS/nT estate, about four
times the school’s previous endowment.

The sequence of four words “Polytechnic”, “University”, “in” and “Brooklyn” con-
tributes to the four-element class sequenceSoTSoTSpTSlT. It contributes the prob-
abilities of transitioning from organization (6) to organization, state6 to 6; organization
to plain text (E ), 6 to E ; and plain text to location (U), E to U. Thus probabilities are given
by the elements of matrix . The words themselves will be counted as the appear-
ances in the corresponding token class to make up the elements of matrix

1
, for exam-

ple, words “Polytechnic” and “University” labeled as organization would increase the
counts for their occurrences in this class. “Polytechnic” as part of organization would
also increase the probability of tokenSoT starting a sentence.

The model is trained on the training set of the corpus. The system processes the
training data in two passes. The first pass counts the number of token classes,� , the
number of different words,� , and the vocabularies for each token type. The second
pass counts the number of events and calculates the and

1
matrices.

For illustration, Figure 1 is an example of an HMM obtained from part of the train-
ing data. It is annotated with transition probabilities andtoken labels: email address
(e), dates (d), people’s name (n), sources (s), organizations (o), URLs (u), locations (l),
money (m) and plain text (p). The figure shows that it is possible for words in the plain
text (E ) class to follow words in any other token classes, and these words can also be
followed by words in any other class except email (@). It is reasonable that words in all
token classes can be surrounded by plain text. The location class (U), monetary class (< )
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Fig. 1. A HMM obtained from the training data.

and URL (V) class have no direct relationship between each other. Theynever appear
one after another and always have tokens in other classes between them. This is un-
derstandable from the grammatical point of view. Probabilities from plain text to some
other token class, such as date, source and location, are very low. This is not because
the events are rare but because they are overwhelmed by plaintext words, which makes
the denominator bigger and results in smaller numbers.

The figure indicates that there are no tokens in fax and phone classes in this particu-
lar set of training data, because classes, along with vocabularies, depend on the training
data.

3.2 Unknown word handling

Unknown words are those that have not been encountered in training data. There are
two kinds of unknown word: neologisms, and existing words that happen not to appear
in the training data.

One of the main goals of token identification is to choose the correct label in cases
where a word can have more than one label assignment. Additionally, a system must
deal with words that have not been encountered in the training data, and so are not found
in the lexicon.

The lexicon for the HMM is built during training, so the modelcontains all words.
If an unknown word is encountered during decoding, there is no entry in the model.
The emission probability in the state transition matrix

1
is unknown. To ensure that the

process continues and works in a proper way, some policy mustbe adopted to estimate
the probability that the current state will emit the given unknown word.

A PPM model is then constructed for each token class, using all tokens in a class in
the training data. Whenever a word that has not been encountered in training is seen, and
is therefore not contained in the lexicon, the value of2� 34 5 is assigned the probability
that is predicted by an appropriate PPM model. The more wordsin a class that occur in
the training data, the more likely it is that tokens in the same class can be identified in
new text.



4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Measurement Metric

Three standard measures,recall, precisionandF-measure[14, 15], along witherror-
rate are used to evaluate the accuracy of the token identificationsystem. They are cal-
culated by using the corresponding manually marked-up fragment in the training corpus
as the gold standard. For easy reference, let us call this gold standardhand mark-up. To
define them, the following terms are used:

� Number of tokens occurring in the standard text;
C Number of tokens correctly marked up by the system;
@ Number of tokens incorrectly marked up by the system;B � C W @ Number of tokens marked up by the system.

The measures take into account two aspects of the mark-up: the label itself, and the
boundary where the label is inserted. A token is considered to be correctly marked up
when both label and boundaries are correct. For example

The board has been begging and bribingSnTSteve JobsS/nT to stay on, but he
hasn’t accepted yet.

“Steve Jobs” is correctly marked as a person’s name and it contributes one count toC.
Recall and precision are widely used to assess the quality ofan information retrieval

system in terms of how many of the relevant documents are retrieved (recall) and how
many of the retrieved documents are relevant (precision). In the token identification
task, recall is the proportion of the correct tokens which are actually identified by the
system, while precision is the proportion of tokens identified by the system which are
correct. They are written as:

Recall� C
� � (6)

Precision� CB � (7)

The two measures do not always provide an adequate evaluation because there are
some extreme situations where one of them is very small whilethe other is large. For
example, if the system identifies few tokens compared to the number of� and they are
all correct, recall will be very small whereas precision is*??X . It is better to have a
measure that yields a high score only when recall and precision are balanced. A widely
used measure is the F-measure [14, 15]:

F-measure� (Y � W *) P PrecisionPRecall
Y � P PrecisionW Recall

(8)

where values ofY between? andZ give varying weights to recall and precision. In this
paper,Y � *, gives equal importance to recall and precision, therefore, F-measure is
the harmonic mean of recall and precision:

F-measure� > P PrecisionPRecall
PrecisionW Recall

� (9)



The measure of error-rate is used just for easy analysis of the result. It is defined as

Error-rate� @
� � (10)

This is normally used on its own as an overall indicator of thequality of identification.
However, it can give misleading results—an extreme condition is where the system only
identifies a single word, leading to a very small error-rate of *M� despite the fact that
all tokens but one remain unidentified.

If the system marks up the same number of tokens as the hand mark-up, recall and
precision both become equal to one minus the error-rate. A perfect identification system
will have an error-rate of zero, and recall and precision of*??X .

4.2 TCC corpus

The first series of evaluations used the TCC corpus. The corpus was first split into
sentences because the system processes input sentence by sentence. The available TCC
corpus containsR[ issues of the newsletter.>N issues, which are randomly selected, are
used as the training set.

To see how the system works,N of the remaining issues are used as the test set with
all the tags removed. PPM models are used for the unknown words.

Table 3 shows the results for each of the five test files in termsof recall, precision,
F-measure and error-rate. It also gives the average values of these measures.

File Recall (%) Precision(%) F-measure(%) Error-rate (%)
test1 64.86 72.37 68.41 24 76
test2 65.67 74.58 69.84 22.39
test3 68.72 78.34 73.21 18.99
test4 60.96 74.79 67.17 20.55
test5 66.26 66.67 66.46 33.13

Average 65.29 73.35 69.02 23.96

Table 3.Result for five TCC test files.

In the table, the value of precision is always higher than that of recall. This indicates
that the system marks less tokens than it should do. Consequently, some tokens are
either missed out—left unmarked, or merged into another token by the system.

Figure??(a) depicts the proportion of correctly marked tokens (darkgray) and er-
rors (light gray) over the corresponding numbers of tokens in the hand mark-up for each
class and overall.

The figure shows that organization class has a very poor result, with only about>?X
of correct tokens identified. This is probably due to the lower percentage of words in
this class in the training data. As mentioned before, the more words in a class that occur
in the training data, the more likely it is that tokens in the same class can be identified in
new text. The proportion of words in classes such as fax number and sums of money are
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Fig. 2.Detailed result for five TCC test files.

also small, however, they have special so-called indicators, for example “fax” and “$”.
This increases the performance for these classes. However,a name of an organization
is more likely to comprise diverse words, such as:

SoTBell LabsS/oTSoTJohn BenjaminsS/oTSoTHolland Academic GraphicsS/oT
The percentage of correct tokens in date, email and fax classes are about the same.

However, the system is more successful on date class becausethe error rate is very low.
This is understandable because date has much less ambiguitythan email address and fax
number. Most tokens in date class are distinguishable in both words and format. Errors
happen in special cases such as “30-SdT40 yearsS/dT” and word stemming. But they
are rare. On the other hand, email addresses can be mixed up with URLs due to the
definition of a word. Some sources such as “SsTcomp.ai.geneticS/sT” also increase
the error in email address and URL classes. There is no distinction between fax number
and phone number except the word “fax/Fax”, which is a strongindicator to distinguish
fax number from any other classes.

It is interesting to notice that a token which is a money amount is either marked up
correctly or left unmarked. Due to the format of the token in this particular class, there
is no marking ambiguities.

Generally speaking, name of a person is relatively harder toidentify than other
classes. The figure shows that it gets the second best result for both the correct ratio
and error ratio. As we have noticed, there are some names thatoccur repeatedly. For
example, “Ken”, “Bill Park” and “Brandon” have occurred several times in the entire
corpus and none of them has been found to be identified incorrectly. However, most of
the names are not in this special case.

4.3 Bibliographies

The text in bibliographies is more structured than that in the TCC newsletter, which
the model takes advantage of. A bibliography entry containsname, title and date. Most



of them have page number(s), and some provide organization,publisher, location and
source. In the experiments, the BIB corpus of>\?? references were selected randomly
from the bibliography collection. The model is trained on>>?? entries, and the exper-
iments are done by running the system on*?? of the remaining references with labels
removed.
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Fig. 3. Detailed result for 100 bibliographic entries.

Figure??(b) shows the proportion of correctly marked tokens (dark gray) and errors
(light gray). As we can see, tokens in date class have the bestidentification result. From
the figure, not a single token is marked up as an organization whether correct or not. It
is because that there are only\ organizations in the test data.R of them are marked up
incorrectly in the hand mark-up and one is left unmarked.

Corpus Recall(%) Precision(%) F-measure(%) Error-rate (%)
BIB 72.02 81.78 76.59 16.05
TCC 65.29 73.35 69.02 23.96

Table 4.Average result for 100 bibliographic entries and 5 TCC issues.

Table 4 shows the average value of recall, precision, F-measure and error-rate for*?? bibliographic entries. It also shows the average result of 5TCC issues for compar-
ison. Overall, the system was successfully applied on the new text. The figure indicates
that the performance is] �N]X better in F-measure than that of TCC.

5 Conclusion

The token identification system described in this paper combines two well-known
language models through unknown words for developing a domain- and language-
independent system. The system has been tested on two data sets without any changes



in the code. The results show thatO^ �?>X of F-measure for TCC and]O �N^X for BIB
are achieved. Although the performance is not as good as thatobtained from a system
which includes language-dependent components, our systemhas power to deal with
large scope of domain- and language-independent problem. The performance evalua-
tion is made by accuracy, however, the scope of the system’s applicability should be
taken into account. There is always a trade-off between thistwo issues. The more spe-
cific the application, the higher accuracy a system provides. This research emphasizes
retargetability and generality. It is understandable thatthe system is degraded because
of the lack of language dependence. Experiment results demonstrate that the presented
techniques in this paper perform reasonably well on date andpeople’s name for TCC
and BIB.
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